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Abstract
An entire design-through-analysis workﬂow solution for isogeometric B-Rep analysis
(IBRA), including both the interface to existing CADs and the analysis procedure, is
presented. Possible approaches are elaborated for the full scope of structural analysis
solvers ranging from low to high isogeometric simulation ﬁdelity. This is based on a
systematic investigation of solver designs suitable for IBRA. A theoretically ideal IBRA
solver has all CAD capabilities and information accessible at any point, however,
realistic scenarios typically do not allow this level of information. Even a classical FE
solver can be included in the CAD-integrated workﬂow, which is achieved by a newly
proposedmeshless approach. This simple solution eases the implementation of the
solver backend. The interface to the CAD is modularized by deﬁning a database, which
provides IO capabilities on the base of a standardized data exchange format. Such
database is designed to store not only geometrical quantities but also all the numerical
information needed to realize the computations. This feature allows its use also in
codes which do not provide full isogeometric geometrical handling capabilities. The
rough geometry information for computation is enhanced with the boundary topology
information which implies trimming and coupling of NURBS-based entities. This direct
use of multi-patch trimmed CAD geometries follows the principle of embedding
objects into a background parametrization. Consequently, redeﬁnition and meshing of
geometry is avoided. Several examples from illustrative cases to industrial problems are
provided to demonstrate the application of the proposed approach and to explain in
detail the proposed exchange formats.
Keywords: Isogeometric B-Rep analysis, IBRA, IGA, Exchange format, Computer-aided
design, CAD, CAD-integrated analysis, Design-through-analysis workﬂow
Introduction
The possibility of bridging the gap between CAD and computational models drove over
the last years the development of “Isogeometric” approaches (as shown in Fig. 1). Such
techniques, which employ directly the NURBS discretization in the computational pro-
cess, proved very successful in addressing a variety of problems thanks to the excellent
mathematical properties of the NURBS basis.
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Fig. 1 The gap between CAD and computational models. The desired work ﬂow from CAD to CAD is
displayed here. Geometries which are used for design in CAD will be the bases for numerical models during
the analysis in the solver. Finally, the original geometry will used for the processing of the upcoming solutions
of the computations
Unfortunately, the direct use of general CAD models in the computational process
turned out to be very demanding and is to date not yet fulﬁlled. The key to the outstand-
ingdiﬃculties canbe found in thepervasive use of “trimming”, a technology bywhich some
parts of the domain can be excluded from the model by prescribing their shape within the
parametric discretization of a regular quadrilateral NURBS. Moreover, the usage of trim-
ming requires the description of the topology (e.g. connectivity of patches) ofCADmodels,
usually givenby aboundary representation (B-Rep).ThusNURBS-basedB-Repmodels are
the standard model description within CAD systems for practical engineering problems.
While the idea of NURBS-based B-Rep models and the modelling with them is con-
ceptually intuitive and is very mature within CADs, including such capability within a
computational model is far from trivial, since the introduction of trimming lines breaks
the continuity of the shape functions employed in the calculation [1]. A number of dif-
ferent research lines, oriented to the solution of such problem were presented over the
years. For example, the use of T-Splines [2,3] allows sidestepping the diﬃculty by pro-
viding a way to mesh complex surfaces without having to use the trimming technology.
Even though such technique has been partially successful, it relies on a user-driven mesh
cleaning step, and hence does not constitute a viable solution in the challenge of using
unmodiﬁed CAD data.
More recently, the introduction of the isogeometric B-Rep analysis (IBRA) technology
[1,4] provided a novel approach to address the challenge. The idea leveraged by IBRA
is to keep using all control points included in the model, considering however that only
a portion of the domain, the one enclosed by trimming lines, is actually considered in
the computational structural analysis, more speciﬁcally in the integration process. Such
an approach employs the fundamental idea of “Embedded techniques” in which objects
are enclosed within a non-matching computational domain enabling the application of
boundary conditions at arbitrary positions within the computational domain.
In the IBRA approach, as in the original CAD discretization, each NURBS patch is com-
pletely independent of the neighbors, whilst being part of the overall topology. Thismakes
it possible to identify the active and inactive portions of each patch working directly in the
parametric domain. Themethod is then completed by reconstructing the desired continu-
ity by constraining the solution to match the continuity requirements along the trimming
boundary. The imposition of such constraint is typical to embedded/unﬁtted techniques
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and can be performed in diﬀerent ways, for example by a penalty approach [4] but also
by employing Lagrange multipliers [5,6] or Nitsche-type methods [5]. In a broad sense,
CutFEM [7] and ﬁnite cell [8,9] approaches can be considered as variations of such idea.
In the practice, achieving a convenient implementation of such model poses important
challenges, since it does not ﬁt well with the traditional ﬁnite element workﬂow. The pur-
pose of the current paper is therefore twofold: ﬁrstly the bandwidth of possible realizations
of the IBRA technology with suitable solver designs is described, secondly an integrated
approach to the whole computational pipeline, i.e. from CAD to computation, is deﬁned
for the diﬀerent levels of isogeometric ﬁdelity in the structural solvers.
A theoretically ideal IBRA solver has all CAD capabilities and information accessible at
any point, which is not achievable in realistic scenarios. Therefore, variants of optimally
CAD-integrated solvers need to be elaborated with distinct CAD-related functionality
which results in diﬀerent type and amount of data at the interface between CAD and
structural analysis. As the other extreme, even a classical FE solver can be included in the
CAD-integrated workﬂow, which is achieved by a newmeshless approach. This facilitates
signiﬁcantly the implementation of the IBRA approach in any solver. To this end, the key
observation is that the implementation of IBRA (or of any FEM-type calculation) on the
level of assembly only relies on the knowledge of shape functions, shape function deriva-
tives and integration weights at the integration points. Once such information is available,
each integration point can be treated as an independent “element” connecting the “cloud”
of control points whose shape functions are non-zero at the integration point position.
The advantage is that the integration points do not need to be located according to
a regular tensor-product based structure, thus naturally ﬁtting the need of covering an
irregularly trimmed domain homogeneously.
Following this idea, the paper addresses in detail how multiple patches as well as trim-
ming lines and coupling information can be conveniently treated in the framework of the
proposed approach. This is levering the idea that the support (read as “cloud” or relevant
control points) of integration points located at the domain interfaces (trimming lines or
patch boundaries) can naturally spanmultiple domains. This approach thus allows decou-
pling the calculations between a geometrical kernel, in charge of generating suitable inte-
gration points, identifying the relevant clouds of control points and computing the shape
functions, and a computational kernel completely agnostic to such geometric operations.
Our claim is that this naturally deﬁnes a computational pipeline from CAD to calcula-
tion (and eventually back to CAD), which can be decomposed in modules, each largely
independent of the others. A group may then decide to address the complete pipeline
or to focus on some of the rings of the chain, be it in the geometrical decomposition or
the computational back end, the same way as it is normally done in the FEM commu-
nity (meshing and computation) but without losing the advantage of preserving the exact
geometry and the advantages of the NURBS basis through the entire pipeline.
In order to fulﬁl this vision, an exchange mechanism is needed, since currently existing
formats (e.g. IGES [10,11] and STEP [12]) are not designed with such a purpose in mind.
The paper is thus completed by the description of a mechanism for data exchange to and
from CAD systems. Such mechanism is designed to allow diﬀerent levels of integration of
the CAD capabilities (resulting from the identiﬁed distinct levels of isogeometric ﬁdelity
in the respective solver), allowing to either directly manage the CAD import/export prob-
lem or to rely on the availability of a preprocessing library able to make available the
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data needed for the mentioned meshless approach, thus dumping to disk and reloading
when needed the control point cloud as well as all the information needed to perform
calculations.
From a formal point of view, the structure of the paper is as follows:
• “Isogeometric B-Rep analysis (IBRA)” section summarizes brieﬂy the main aspects
and components as well as the required notation for IBRA.
• “Solver design” section investigates systematically the possible solver designs suitable
for IBRA.
• “Design-through-analysis workﬂow” section identiﬁes the required CAD–CAE-
coupling data and deﬁnes data interfaces for the IBRA design-through-analysis work-
ﬂow.
• “IBRA exchange format” section elaborates exchange formats for the necessary data
interfaces which eventually enable the IBRAworkﬂow for complex geometry models.
– “Data interface—Geometry” section explains the geometrical description of sur-
face models including their topologies.
– “Data interface—Integration domains” section describes the corresponding inte-
gration domains.
– In “Data interface—Integration points” section a possible data exchange on level
of integration points i.e. themeshless integration points is shown.
• “Simulationof realCADmodels” sectiondemonstrateswith someadvanced structural
analysis problems based on real-world CAD models that the presented workﬂow is
working successfully.
• “Conclusion” section summarizes the document and gives an outlook to further
research.
• Appendix A provides some basic and precisely documented examples for a better
understanding of the proposed format for the geometries (corresponding to “ID sys-
tems” and “Data interface—Geometry” sections).
• Appendix B contains some well-documented examples for a better understanding
of the proposed format for the integration domains (corresponding to “Integration
domains within IBRA” and “Data interface—Integration domains” sections).
Isogeometric B-Rep analysis (IBRA)
Isogeometric B-Rep analysis [4] can be seen as an extension of the isogeometric analysis
(IGA). IBRA uses in addition to the basis functions from CAD, the Boundary Repre-
sentation (B-Rep, see also “Boundary representation (B-Rep)” section) description for
approximating solution ﬁelds. Thus, it allows to analyze thin-walled structures directly
based on the CAD model.
NURBS-based B-Repmodels
Most CAD systems in mechanical engineering use NURBS-based B-Rep models since
they are well suited for modelling complex shapes like car bodies, airplanes, and other
products.
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Fig. 2 Example of B-Rep surface (trimmed surface) within Geometry and Parameter space including its
Topology. The surface S(1)visible(ξ , η) is bounded by the trimming curves C˜(ξ˜ ) resp. space curvesC(ξ˜ ) within
the parameter resp. geometry space (modiﬁed ﬁgure from [4])
Boundary representation (B-Rep)
In geometric modelling, B-Rep is a method for representing shapes using boundaries. The
boundary representation of an object consist of two parts:
• Geometry (shape), which deﬁnes the spatial position, curvatures, etc.
• Topology, which allows to make links between geometrical entities.
The three main topology entities are
• Faces.
• Edges.
• Vertices.
Thus, a solid for example is deﬁned by a set of enclosing surfaces, named faces. Those
faces are bounded by edges (E) lying on the surface. These edges are geometrically rep-
resented by curves. Finally, the curves are bounded by points named vertices (V). The
set of curves that are enclosing the surfaces are called trimming loop. One distinguishes
between inner (holes) and outer loops. Inner loops are deﬁned clockwise and outer loops
are deﬁned counter-clockwise. An example of a B-Rep surface, i.e. a trimmed surface is
shown in Fig. 2.
NURBS basis functions for curves and surfaces
In this section somebasics aboutNURBSand theusednotationare summarized.Adetailed
description of NURBS is given in [13]. Since NURBS are a generalization of B-Splines the
latter are explained ﬁrst.
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B-Spline basis functions Ni,p depend on the knot vector , which is deﬁned by a set
of non-descending parameters, and a polynomial degree p. The basis functions can be
evaluated by the Cox-de Boor [14,15] recursion formula.
A geometry could be expressed by a linear combination of n shape functions with their
respective control points Pi. The formula for a B-Spline curve C(ξ ) is given by
C(ξ ) =
n∑
i=1
Ni,p(ξ ) · Pi . (1)
In contrast to that, NURBS basis functions have an additional weightwi for every control
point. The weight controls the inﬂuence of a control point Pi respectively of the corre-
sponding shape function Ni,p on the ﬁnal geometry. The NURBS becomes a B-Spline if
all weights are equal. Otherwise, it leads to rational basis functions that allow the exact
representation of any conic section properly (e.g. circles) which makes NURBS popular
in computer-aided design.
Considering a weight for each control point leads to the formula for NURBS curves in
Eq. (2) with the corresponding basis functions Ri,p.
C(ξ ) =
n∑
i=1
Ni,p(ξ ) · wi∑n
j=1Nj,p(ξ ) · wi
Pi =
n∑
i=1
Ri,p(ξ ) · Pi (2)
NURBS surfaces are deﬁned by a tensor product of NURBS basis functions with the
two parametric dimensions ξ and η. The corresponding geometry description for NURBS
surfaces is given by
S(ξ , η) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
Ni,p(ξ ) · Mj,p(η) · wij · Pij∑n
k=1
∑m
l=1Nk,p(ξ ) · Ml,p(η) · wkl
=
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
Rij,pq(ξ , η)Pij (3)
with p and q being the polynomial degrees and Ni,p(ξ ) and Mj,q(η) the corresponding
independent shape functions.
Trimmed NURBS surfaces
A trimmed NURBS surface is described by a NURBS surface and a set of M properly
ordered boundary (trimming) curves C˜k (ξ˜ ) with k = 1, . . . ,M lying within the parameter
space of the surface (see also [16]). Thus, a trimmed surface is a partially visible surface,
deﬁned by the trimmed domain which is described by the trimming curves. In general,
trimming curves can be of any form, however, when dealing with NURBS entities, it is
desirable to represent these with NURBS, too. The curves C˜k (ξ˜ ) are joined properly to
form outer and inner loops. The outer loops are oriented counter-clockwise, whereas
the inner loops are oriented clockwise (see also Fig. 2). Since for geometric modeling an
explicit description of the boundary within the geometry space is needed, the trimming
curves C˜k (ξ˜ ) are mapped onto the surface as an explicit space curve Ck (ξ ) (see also [17]).
B-Rep edges
Edges are the second topological entity in a B-Repmodel. They describe the boundaries of
the surfaces and contain furthermore topological relationships (cf. topology in Fig. 2). An
edge is described within CAD systems by one space curve C(ξ ) bounded by two vertices
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Fig. 3 Mapping operations between Geometry space and Integration domain for the surface and a trimming
curve, respectively (modiﬁed from [18])
given in spatial coordinates and links to the corresponding trimming curves C˜(ξ˜ ) of the
adjacent faces. This information can be transferred to IBRA for coupling and boundary
conditions.
The trimming curves are analogously to space curves described as NURBS curves.
C˜(ξ˜ ) =
n∑
i=1
Ri,p(ξ˜ )P˜i (4)
Note that, all entities with speciﬁer •˜ refer to a parameter space of a surface. Conse-
quently, the coordinates of the control points P˜i are given with respect to ξ and η of each
NURBS surface. ξ˜ denotes the curve parameter along the trimming curves.
Integration domains within IBRA
Isogeometric B-Rep analysis requires the numerical integration of trimmed domains and
their boundaries resp. edges. The latter are neededbecause a strong enforcement of bound-
ary conditions is in general not possible and thus, they require a weak imposition, which
eventually leads to the evaluation of an integral.
Figure 3 summarizes the diﬀerent necessary mapping operations for surfaces and edges.
Numerical integration of surfaces
The area |A| of a trimmed surface element is deﬁned within the parametric coordinates
ξ ∈ [ξs, ξe] and η ∈ [ηs, ηe]. The corresponding control points of the curve segment are
mapped into the Gaussian domain G by shifting, scaling and rotating. This curve is then
used for constructing an auxiliary surface Sˆ in the Gaussian domain, which in return can
be integrated as a conventional untrimmed NURBS surface. More details can be found in
[1].
The corresponding formula is given by
|A| =
∫
A
dA =
∫ ξe
ξs
∫ ηe
ηs
J1 dξdη =
∫
G
J1J2 dG (5)
with G being theGaussian domain. In Eq. (5) the Jacobian J1 represents themapping from
Geometry to Parameter space (see Fig. 3). This mapping can be derived by using the base
vectors g1 and g2 (shown in Fig. 4) as follows
J1 =
∣∣∣∣g1 × g2
∣∣∣∣
2 . (6)
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Fig. 4 B-Rep model of a trimmed surface with the respective base vectors for the surface and the edge in
Geometry space
Themapping from Parameter space to theGaussian domainG (with ξG ∈ [−1, 1]×ηG ∈
[−1, 1]) is deﬁned as the Jacobian J2
J2 = ∂ξ
∂ξG
∂η
∂ηG
, (7)
where ξ and η are the parameters in Parameter space and ξG and ηG the corresponding
parameters which describe the Gaussian domain.
The mapping J2 is deformation independent and can thus be included in the so-called
weighting factor w˜l (see also [1]) of a quadrature point l which is given by
w˜l = J2 wl (8)
with wl being the Gaussian quadrature weight used for integrating the Gaussian domain.
With the knowledge of the weighting factor w˜l the area of a surface can be easily com-
puted as follows
|A| ≈
nqp∑
l=1
J1w˜l . (9)
Numerical integration of edges
A B-Rep edge element is a segment of a NURBS curve, deﬁned within a trimming curve
of an underlying surface. The B-Rep edge element is used for distinct purposes e.g. patch
coupling or imposition of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Examples of B-
Rep edges are given in Fig. 5. The length of a B-Rep edge |e| can be computed as follows
|e| =
∫
e
de =
∫
ξ˜
J˜1dξ˜ =
∫
G
J˜1 J˜2dG , (10)
where J˜1 describes the mapping fromGeometry to Parameter space of the trimming curve
with its parameter ξ˜ . J˜2 represents the mapping from Parameter space to the Gaussian
domain G (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5 Diﬀerent types of B-Rep edges, e.g. for coupling of two patches c or imposition of Dirichlet d and
Neumann n boundary conditions
J˜1 can be evaluated as follows
J˜1 =
∥∥(g1 · t˜ξ + g2 · t˜η
)∥∥
2 , (11)
with the two base vectors g1 and g2 of the surface and the components of the trimming
curve tangent given by t˜ξ = ∂ξ∂ξ˜ and t˜η =
∂η
∂ξ˜
as shown in Fig. 5. The second mapping
parameter J˜2 is deﬁned as
J˜2 = ∂ξ˜
∂ξG
. (12)
This J˜2 mapping is deformation independent and can thus be included analogously to the
surface integration in the so called weighting factor w˜l (see also [1]) of a quadrature point
l given by
w˜l = J˜2(ξ˜ ) · wl (13)
with wl being the Gaussian quadrature weight used for integrating the Gaussian domain.
As J˜2 the weighting factor w˜l is deformation independent. Thus, it can be precomputed.
The length of a B-Rep edge can be easily computed with w˜l as follows
|e| ≈
nqp∑
l=1
J˜1w˜l . (14)
Numerical Integration Procedure
TheNumerical Integration Procedure is one of the important and challenging parts of the
IBRA workﬂow. During this process a proper Integration domain is deﬁned and created.
The procedure is split to the Integration Domain of surfaces (see “Surface integration
procedure” section) and of edges (see “Coupling edge integration procedure” section).
The necessary tasks, diﬃculties and possible ways of the procedure are described in this
section.
Surface integration procedure
IBRA evaluates element functions over trimmed NURBS surfaces by calculating integra-
tion points inside the trimmed domain. Figure 6 shows diﬀerent approaches to deﬁne the
required integration points:
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Fig. 6 Diﬀerent approaches to determine integration points for trimmed surface elements
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Fig. 7 AGIP integration procedure: sub domain of (1) (blue) in the Geometry space and in the Parameter
space with a segment of the reﬁned trimming curve. Mapped sub domain and trimming curve in the
Gaussian domain and auxiliary NURBS surface for the integration points
• The ﬁrst step is to decide if the boundaries are approximated for a simpler computa-
tion of the integration domains. The approximation can be realized by transforming
the exact boundaries in geometry space (1) to a polygon (2) by mapping the vertices
into the parameter space (5) or by a polygonalization of the NURBS trimming curves
(3) in the parameter space (4). Doing the approximation in geometry space allows to
deﬁne the tolerances for the polygonalization (max. edge length, angle deviation, etc.)
in real units while using the parameter space leads to simpler 2D operations. Using
the smooth boundary curve (1 and 3) leads to an exact representation of the trimming
domain but also to complex geometric operations.
• The next step is the subdivision into integration domains for the computation of the
integration points. Here, one can generally divide themethods in the two categories of
patch-wise (6) and span-wise integration (7). Patch-wise integrationhas the advantage
of less integration points whereas patch-wise segmentation has to deal with less
trimming scenarios.
• The necessary entities in the geometry space (8) for the element formulation can
ﬁnally be derived at the deﬁned integration points.
Further literature on trimming and the achievable quality of the solutions by employing
alternative approaches to the presented AGIP method by [1] in “Numerical integration of
surfaces” section, can be found in [19–26] (Fig. 7).
Coupling edge integration procedure
Thediscretizationhas to be evaluated over the trimming curves of both patches to evaluate
the coupling edge information. Either the geometry or the parameter curve can be used
for the discretization of the Integration Domain at the edge (cf. Fig. 8). As a consequence,
diﬀerent mapping operations of knot lines and integration points become necessary.
In the following the two diﬀerent projection techniques will be explained brieﬂy (see
Fig. 8). One will take the parameter curve as reference, one is describing the discretization
on the geometry curve.
a. The discretization is made on the parameter curve C˜(1) (ξ˜) of patch (1) (Fig. 8a). The
procedure of this strategy can be as follows:
• Find all intersections of the parameter curve of patch (2) with the knots of the
underlying patch.
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a b
Fig. 8 Derivation of the integration points for the coupling domain. The intersecting knot lines from master
and slave patch are mapped to the respective coupling curve, the integration domain is derived as for a
classic curve, e.g. by Gauss points, and those integration points are mapped back onto the patches. a
Trimming curve of the master patch is the coupling curve. b Geometry curve is the coupling curve as also
described in [27]
• Project the geometric positions of all intersections to the parameter curve
C˜(1) (ξ˜) and ﬁnd all intersections of the parameter curve with the knots of patch
(1).
• All intersections provide space for curves in Gaussian domain. It should be
considered the highest polynomial order of both patches.
• Take integration points on patch (1) additionally project the integration points
to the Parameter space of patch (2) to have the position on both patches.
b. A curve C (ξ ) in Geometry space which represents both parameter curves is used
for discretization of the coupling curve (Fig. 8b). The procedure using the geometry
curve can look as follows:
• Obtain geometry curve ﬁtting to both parameter curves. The curve will be
already given as described in the format from “Data interface—Geometry” sec-
tion.
• Find all intersections of both parameter curveswith the knots of their underlying
patches, respectively.
• Project all obtained intersections to the Parameter space of the geometry curve
C (ξ ).
• In all of the upcoming spaces between the intersections are introducedGaussian
domains. The highest polynomial order of both patches is to be used here.
• Project the geometric position of all integration points to parameter space of
both patches as the position on both patches is needed.
In this context the use of the parameter curve is preferred. Generally by choosing the right
parameters the solution of both strategies converge. In case of the use of the parameter
curve there is no necessity to compute a geometry curve. In the last step the points have
to be projected to parameter space. This is, depending on the complexity of the surface,
very costly as it is a non-linear operation. Also convergence is not guaranteed. By using
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the parameter curve only the projection to patch (2) is needed.Whilst using the geometry
curve the integration points have to be projected to both patches.
Analysis-related enhancement of geometrical data
In the following the analysis-related enhancements of geometrical data is given for surface-
and B-Rep edge element formulations.
Surface element formulations are used to represent the shape and solution of the phys-
ical problem. Examples for element formulations of isogeometric surface elements for
membranes can be found in [28,29] and for shells in [30–38].
B-Rep element formulations can be used for imposing diﬀerent types of boundary con-
ditions on arbitrary locations within the geometry model. In principle, the following types
of boundary conditions can be enforced in a weak sense:
• Neumann boundary conditions.
• Dirichlet boundary conditions.
• Mechanically motivated, e.g. cables (Philipp et al. [29]) or beams (Bauer et al. [39]).
• Patch coupling conditions to connect distinct patches with arbitrary parameteriza-
tions.
In general, these boundary conditions have to be fulﬁlled along the whole edge. Note that
knot lines have to be taken into consideration for accurate integration results [1].
There exist several general methods for implying Dirichlet boundary conditions. Two
of them, namely
• Penalty approach,
• Lagrange multiplier method,
will be brieﬂy outlined within the context of IBRA for enforcing continuity (coupling)
between patches and imposing prescribed displacements or rotations in the following
sections.
This section describes the basic principles of line-wise imposed boundary conditions
and can easily be transferred to other approaches as e.g. in [5,6,19,24,40–46].
All approaches have the integration along the edge in common, as proposed in “Numer-
ical integration of edges” section.
The use of Nitsche’s technique in the imposition of interpatch-continuity also repre-
sents a common and well explored alternative [5,44,47–52]. While such option is clearly
superior to the use of simpler approaches, it is less eﬃcient in implementation and com-
putational costs, in the sense that it requires modifying the variational form as well as
evaluating boundary integrals at the boundaries of interest. Thus, in the current work it
is focused on the alternatives, the penalty method and the Lagrange multiplier method.
Continuity between patches
The following section explains a weak G0 and G1 coupling of two trimmed patches on a
B-Rep edge (see also ˜(1)e and ˜(2)e in Fig. 5). Two diﬀerent approaches are explained brieﬂy
by using the trimming curve of the master patch as integration domain. This explains the
required data for simulations integrated in CAD and thus supports the elaboration of the
exchange formats in “Design-through-analysis workﬂow” section.
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Penalty approach
Considering the virtual work term δWpenaltyB−Rep along a B-Rep edge a G1 continuity can be
enforced along it as follows
δWpenaltyB−Rep = δWdisp + δWrot . (15)
Equation (15) contains two expressions one for coupling the displacements δWdisp, i.e.
G0, and one for coupling the rotations δWrot , i.e. G1, along an edge. They are given by
δWdisp = −αdisp
∫

(1)
e
(
u(1) − u(2)
)
·
(
δu(1) − δu(2)
)
d(1)e (16)
δWrot = −αrot
∫

(1)
e
(
ω
(1)
T2 − ω
(2)
T2
)
·
(
δω
(1)
T2 − δω
(2)
T2
)
d(1)e (17)
with
δω
(i)
T2 =
∂ω
(i)
T2
∂u(i)
· δu(i) . (18)
Here u(1) resp. ω(1)T2 represent the displacement resp. rotation around the tangent of the
boundary of the master patch. The index two is used for the corresponding quantities on
the slave side. As the penalty factor can diﬀer between displacements and rotations, two
distinct factors are introduced, αdisp and αrot . The right choice of the penalty factor is very
important as a bad choice of the penalty factor can lead to numerical problems (see also
[4]). The additional virtual work δWpenaltyB−Rep is used to account for the coupling conditions
in a weak sense. In case of matching discretizations this vanishes and the coupling is
inherently satisﬁed.
The discrete form of Eq. (16) is given for example by
δWdisp ≈αdisp ·
nqp∑
k
w˜k J˜ k1
( n(1)cp∑
i
R(1)i (ξ
(1)
k , η
(1)
k ) · u(1)i −
n(2)cp∑
j
R(2)j (ξ
(2)
k , η
(2)
k ) · u(2)j
)
(19)
with w˜k and J˜ k1 being the weighting factor and the Jacobian for the boundary (1) as given
in Eq. (14). Exemplary integration points are shown in Fig. 8.
The stiﬀness of the coupled system is given as follows
K =
[
K(1) + K(1)p C(1,2)p
C(2,1)p K(2) + K(2)p
]
(20)
withK(i) being the stiﬀness of the patches.K(i)p andC(i,j)p are the additional penalty stiﬀness
and the penalty coupling cross terms, respectively. From it the coupling terms for the
penalty method can be extracted and Eq. (19) can be written in matrix vector notation as
Kp = α ·
[
K(1)p C(1,2)p
C(2,1)p K(2)p
]
= α
∫

(1)
e
HT · H d(1)e (21)
K · u = f (22)
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with K resp. f being the corresponding coupling matrix (here without considering the
numerical integration) resp. force vector. The displacement vector is represented by u.
u =
[
ux,1 uy,1 uz,1 · · · ux,n uy,n uz,n
]T
(23)
The matrixH for continuity on displacements is deﬁned as follows
H =
⎡
⎢⎣
R1 0 0 · · · Rn 0 0
0 R1 0 · · · 0 Rn 0
0 0 R1 · · · 0 0 Rn
⎤
⎥⎦ (24)
with n = n(1)cp + n(2)cp the number of all control points and Rcp being as follows
R(1)1 · · ·R(1)n(1)cp , R
(2)
1 · · ·R(2)n(2)cp
withn(i)cp being the number of control points andR(i)cp theNURBSof each patch respectively.
The penalty method is easy to implement and does not need extra degrees of freedom.
The stiﬀness matrix is positive deﬁnite which results that the coupled system has a unique
solution, except if the conditioning of the system is bad due to a too high penalty factor.
The method is called variationally inconsistent as it is not possible to recover from the
weak form back to the strong form. Thus, convergence curve levels oﬀ.
Due to high local entries in the stiﬀness matrix problems occur especially for explicit
dynamics.
The penalty factor has to be chosen by the user and can not be generalized which leads
to higher work load and pre knowledge during the simulation.
Lagrangemultiplier method
To avoid the a priori estimation of the penalty factor the Lagrange method uses for the
penalty factor a function λ (see also [5]) with its own degrees of freedom (dofs) along the
edge which is independent from the displacements. The control points of patch (1) are
used in this work and with it the discrete description along the coupling edge.
A virtual work term δWLagrangeB−Rep is used to enforce weak G0 and G1 continuity along the
edge, analogously to the penalty approach for the Lagrange multiplier method
δWLagrangeB−Rep = δWdisp + δWrot . (25)
The terms of virtual work for displacement and rotation coupling are derived for the
Lagrange multiplier ﬁeld as follows
δWdisp =
∫

(1)
e
δλ(1)
(
u(1) − u(2)
)
d(1)e +
∫

(1)
e
λ(1)
(
δu(1) − δu(2)
)
d(1)e (26)
δWrot =
∫

(1)
e
δλ(1)
(
ω
(1)
T2 − ω
(2)
T2
)
d(1)e +
∫

(1)
e
λ(1)
(
δω
(1)
T2 − δω
(2)
T2
)
d(1)e (27)
To solve problems using the Lagrange multiplier methods Eq. (25) can be expressed in
following equation system
⎡
⎢⎣
K(1) 0
0 K(2) 
T
 0
⎤
⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎣
u(1)
u(2)
λ
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣
f(1)
f(2)
0
⎤
⎥⎦ . (28)
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The equation can be solved with  being obtained as follows
 =
∫

(1)
e
Hλ · H d(1)e (29)
withH from Eq. (24) andH from Eq. (30).
Hλ =
⎡
⎢⎣
Rλ,1 0 0 · · · Rλ,n 0 0
0 Rλ,1 0 · · · 0 Rλ,n 0
0 0 Rλ,1 · · · 0 0 Rλ,n
⎤
⎥⎦ (30)
with n = n(1)cp + n(2)cp the number of all control points and Rλ,cp being as follows
R(1)λ,1 · · · R(1)λ,n(1)cp , 0
n(2)cp· · · 0
withn(i)cp being the number of control points andR(i)cp theNURBSof each patch respectively.
The NURBS of the second patch are neglected as the Lagrange multiplier ﬁeld is only
applied respectively to the degrees of freedom of patch (1).
The Lagrange multiplier method is variationally consistent. The method is also fairly
easy to implement but it needs additional degrees of freedom which increases the com-
putational costs signiﬁcantly.
As the approach is a saddle point formulation, there are zeros in the diagonal within
the discrete equation system. Therefore, direct or GMRES for iterative, solvers have to
be used. In order for a unique solution to be guaranteed, an LBB-type(Ladyzenskaja–
Babuška–Brezzi) condition (see [53]) for the discrete problem has to be satisﬁed which
for a general formulation is not straight forward. However, for simpler problems it can
be shown that special choices of the Lagrange multipliers discretizations fulﬁl an LBB-
condition (see [54]).
The method does not allow to use direct solvers as there can occur zero-diagonals. It
is possible to overcome this problem by the use of perturbations, which would lead to a
relaxing of the interface conditions and a dependence on user input [5].
Dirichlet boundary condition
Dirichlet boundary conditions are special cases of the before mentioned coupling condi-
tions. In the following equations, Dirichlet conditions considering a prescribed displace-
ment u0 and rotation ω0 are exemplary shown for the penalty approach.
δWdisp = −αdisp
∫
e
(
u(1) − u0
)
· δu(1) de (31)
δWrot = −αrot
∫
e
(
ω
(1)
T2 − ω0
)
· δω(1)T2 de (32)
Neumann boundary condition
B-Rep elements can also be used for introducing Neumann conditions since the B-Rep
elements provide an appropriate integration domain for edges. A line load p can be added
to the system by an additional term for the virtual work.
δWload =
∫
e
p (ξ˜) de (33)
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Mechanicallymotivated boundary conditions
Additional to the classical boundary conditions as shown before, the B-Rep edges can be
used for imposing further mechanically motivated entities onto the boundaries. Cables
[29] and beams [39] are typically used for the reinforcement of shell or membrane struc-
tures. These formulations are also based on the principle of virtual work as shown in
Eq. (34). The particular element formulations have to be derived from the respective
strains and stresses, e.g.
δWmec =
∫
e
S : δE de, (34)
where S is the stress measure and δE the energetically-conjugated virtual strain. Note that
the embedded entity is fully described by the control points of the surface and its degrees of
freedom. Consequently, the coupling of an independent structural element to the surface
can be avoided and accompanying CAD inaccuracies do not corrupt the analysis result.
Problematic description of geometries in CAD
Although, the isogeometric B-Rep analysis is based on the exact geometries provided from
the CAD software, the description might not be well-suited for analyses. The challenge
in using CAD-provided geometries is, that for the design, typically a lower quality in
the geometry description is acceptable. In the following some of the issues in the CAD-
described context, with respect to direct use for structural analysis shall be described
here:
• Despite being suitable for shell analysis, thin-walled structures may be modeled by
solids, which are described by their boundary surfaces. In this context a direct eval-
uation with surface element formulations cannot be done on the initial geometries.
A proper face description, e.g. by the middle surface has to be derived. This needs
additional understanding and work load.
• CAD descriptions with high model tolerances can lead to big gaps between the given
patches. The model quality can be such poor that the CAD utility cannot set up
the coupling conditions within appropriate tolerances. Additionally, with large gaps
between patches some couplingmethods can fail easily and a proper physical descrip-
tion is not ensured. This requires large user input to choose tolerances and coupling
method correctly.
• Badly conditioned patches with large diﬀerences in the lengths require a very special
treatment. Here, a robust integration procedure has to be chosen.
• Patches with a small physical domain in relation to the patch size come up with
additional challenges in the solveability. Typically, contributions associated to some
degrees of freedom will be badly conditioned, which spoils the solutions.
It should be noted, that the challenges resulting from poor geometry description are
intrinsically present in the geometry, and would manifest themselves equivalently in the
meshing process prior to classical FEM based simulation. A special strength of the here
proposed IBRA workﬂow is the intentional modularity, which allows the user to enhance
andexchange themoduleswhich areneeded to treat the given challenges in thedescription
of CAD geometries. Those modules will depend on the problems which evolve from the
CAD design and quality of the model.
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Fig. 9 Preparation of a trimmed surface for IBRA. Each step requires complex geometric functions. These
functionalities can either be assigned to the CAD software or to the analysis tool. The complexity of the
geometric requirements decrease to the right whereas the amount of data at the interface increases
Solver design
IBRA enables direct analysis of CAD-geometries. Figure 9 shows the preparation of the
CAD data for the ﬁnite element solver. A lot of complex geometric operations must be
applied to provide the data for the solver. A complete IBRA solver environment would
need only the basic geometrical data and do all these steps internally. The steps can also
be done by uncoupled utility tools. This approach would create a large amount of data but
allows conventional solvers to do IBRA without implementing additional functionality.
There are diﬀerent ways to design an IBRA solver. Depending on the implemented func-
tions the solver needs diﬀerent kind of data. Using the example of the surface integration,
Fig. 9 shows diﬀerent entry points for an analysis tool. In principle, the whole spectrum
of depicted interfaces between CAD and a solver is possible and in general it holds: A
solver which is close to CAD needs a very high level of CAD functionalities and only
a little amount of (complex) CAD data, whereas solvers without any dedicated build-in
CAD functions require a big amount of rather basic data. Each step which reduces the
CAD-related complexity of the solver (i.e. moving more “away” from CAD in direction of
“classical FEM-solvers”), results in additional amount of data needed at the interface to
the solver:
a. Read trimming data from CAD boundary curves.
b. Split trimming domain at knots boundary curves for each knot span.
c. Compute integration points for each span set of integration points and weights.
d. Evaluate all relevant data at the integration points basis vectors, shape functions,
material properties, etc.
Thus, a complete IBRA analysis tool would only need the geometric CAD data in com-
bination with the mechanical properties. It would be able to do the whole data processing
internally (Fig. 9, leftmost).
On the other extreme, these steps can be done by an advanced CAD-geometry tool,
tightly related with the CAD systemwhich computes the required data at each integration
point and stores them into exchange ﬁles. Since the numerical data is already evaluated
for each object the integration point does not require a link back to the geometry.
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This so calledmeshless approach allows to design a lightweight solver which only imple-
ments the mechanical behaviour of the ﬁnite elements but without any IBRA speciﬁc
functionality.
In themeshless environment each integration point contains the following data
• Shape function and derivatives the evaluated values of the shape functions and deriva-
tives respectively to each control point.
• Integration weight the weighting factor for the Gaussian quadrature.
• Control points the locations and weights of the control points in Geometry space.
Storing the data for each integration point in an exchange ﬁle leads to large datasets. As
a compromise, it is proposed within the present contribution to design an analysis tool
with an interface for the integration points (after step c). In this way, the amount of data
is reduced and the analysis tool needs only to provide some basic IGA functionalities for
evaluating the geometry at the integration points.
Therefore, at least the following data must be available for each integration point
• Location the location of the quadrature point in Parameter space.
• Integration weight the weighting factor for the Gaussian quadrature.
• Control points the locations and weights of the control points in Geometry space.
• Degrees the degrees of the shape functions in each parameter direction.
• Knots the knot vectors in each parameter direction.
With this information the evaluation of the shape functions and the calculation of the
base vectors can be performed (step d) using Eqs. (9) and (14).
Each integration point can carry additional information depending on the element type.
Coupling elements for example require the tangents of the trimming curves within the
Parameter space of the underlying surface (see also Eq. 11).
Note that the geometry reﬁnement needs to be done in advance i.e. before creating the
integration domains, since the solver is not capable to remesh the integration domain
without the respective CAD functionalities. One loses the possibility of direct adaptive
reﬁnement if the given parametrization cannot resolve the structural behaviour.
Design-through-analysis workflow
The goal of IBRA is to provide a general framework for bridging the gap between diﬀerent
CAD systems and FE solvers (see also [1]). Thus, in the following clear data interfaces
are deﬁned for an IBRA design-through-analysis workﬂow which allows such a seamless
communication and a simulation directly based on the CAD data.
An overview of an IBRA design-through-analysis workﬂow is given in Fig. 10. Note that
this is only exemplary for the proposed solver design in “Solver design” section. However,
the workﬂow can be split and categorized into the following four software components
• CAD system for preprocessing.
• CAD-Geometry Utilities for determining the integration domains (trimmed surfaces
and B-Rep edges).
• FE solver for performing IBRA (with diﬀerent CAD-related capabilities as described
in “Solver design” section).
• CAD system for postprocessing.
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Fig. 10 Exchange ﬁles and processes for an IBRA design-through-analysis workﬂow. The data in Geometry
and Integration domain can be handled with the proposed IBRA exchange format. The Physics andMaterials
ﬁle is solver speciﬁc whereas the Solution data ﬁle still requires an appropriate data format. The missing
functionalities within CAD systems and FE solvers are added through corresponding application programming
interfaces (APIs)
For the communication between these software components it turned out that the fol-
lowing four data interfaces are useful
• Geometry.
• Integration domains.
• Physics and materials.
• Solutions.
This division into several interfaces provides modularity and allows that isogeometrically
sophisticated as well as adapted standard FE-solvers ﬁnd a docking point for processing
the CAD-data. In the following, these data interfaces are explained brieﬂy and speciﬁc
exchange formats are developed and detailed in “IBRA exchange format” section.
Geometry
The Geometry data interface contains CAD data or more precisely NURBS-based B-Rep
models. It contains exclusively geometrical information whereas each entity has an id.
These ids are used to assign analysis properties to the geometrical entities speciﬁed within
this ﬁle. The corresponding analysis data are speciﬁed within the Physics and Materials
interfaces. The Geometry data can be written with an API in the desired CAD system. A
possible format of this interface is described in “Data interface—Geometry” section. Some
speciﬁc examples of the Geometry data ﬁle are given in “Exchange format description for
geometry” section.
It can happen that during the preparation of the Integration domain updates in the CAD
geometries occur. This is the case for e.g. reﬁnement operations. In this case theGeometry
data has to be updated. Thus, the CAD-Geometry Utilities has to provide functionalities
to update Geometry data (see Fig. 10).
Physics andmaterials
The data interface Physics and Materials corresponds to the classical input ﬁle for an
FE solver just without geometry data. Using the ids employed within the data interface
Geometry, the geometrical entities (faces, edges, …) resp. the corresponding integration
domains can be enhanced with analysis data.
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Integration domains
Since the numerical integration of trimmed surfaces and along common edges is not a
trivial task, it can be useful to outsource this task into a separate specialized library the
CAD-Geometry Utilities and to hand over just the required data for the IBRA element
formulations. The required data for numerical integration of trimmed surfaces and edges
(see also Eqs. (9) and (14)) are deﬁned in the data interface – Integration domains which
is described in “Data interface—Integration domains” section. The data can be exchanged
within the applications in text ﬁles, for those the design is described in “Data interface—
Integration domains” section. It can also be exchanged with more optimized interfaces
as e.g. data bases if the CAD-Geometry Utilities and the solver are strongly connected or
necessary interface connections are given.
The interface of the IntegrationDomains can be on diﬀerent levels (see Fig. 9). The IBRA
exchange format described in “Data interface—Integration domains” section refers to an
exchange after computation of the integration points. It is advantageous if the interface
happens between diﬀerent software with interfaces that only allow import and export
through text ﬁles. An exchange after the evaluation of shape functions and with it the
base vectors became apparent to being more eﬃcient for deeper integrated systems. All
geometry data is already precomputed by the CAD-Geometry Utilities. This strategy is
presented in “Data interface—Integration points” section.
Solutions
After computation, the solver writes the solution into ﬁles which can be used to visualize
diﬀerent results. The solution are either provided for the control points or for the inte-
gration points in IBRA. In contrast to classical ﬁnite element analysis, IBRA uses also ids
for integration points. The IBRA solution data can be stored analogously to theGeometry
and Integration domain ﬁle. The only important thing is to use the same ID-systems in
order to have the results assignable to the initial ﬁles. In that case, theGeometry and Inte-
gration domain data interfaces can be enriched by the solution data e.g. displacements
or stresses from the FE solver. A visualization on the CAD model within a CAD system
becomes possible. Alternatively, a visualizationmesh can be created from the CADmodel
or integration pointswhich allows also the visualization of IBRA resultswithin an arbitrary
postprocessing tool for classical FEA.
Exemplary implementations
The IBRAdesign-through-analysisworkﬂowas presented in Fig. 10 has been implemented
for the ﬁnite element analysis packages Carat++ [55] and KRATOS-Multiphysiscs [56].
• Carat++ is a ﬁnite element software, developed at the author’s chair. It contains
a complete set of CAD functionalities. Therefore it is possible to start an analysis
directly from the Geometry and Physics and Materials ﬁles.
• KRATOS-Multiphysiscs [56] is an open source ﬁnite element software started in 2001
by Dadvand, Rossi et al. [57,58]. An interface to the Integration Domain allows to do
IBRA without the eﬀort of implementing the necessary CAD functions.
• The plug-in TeDA has been developed for the CAD applications Rhinoceros [59]
and Siemens NX [60] to provide the required data for each analysis tool. It allows
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the assignment of mechanical properties to the geometric entities and the export of
Geometry and Physics and Materials ﬁles as well as of Integration Domain ﬁles.
IBRA exchange format
Within this paper, a format for the data interfaces Geometry and Integration domains
is presented. As a format for the data, a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is used
because it is widely spread, ﬂexible, easy to parse and a lot of libraries and useful tools
are available for it. Even if an integrated data interface for the integration domains has
big advantages e.g. performance or adaptive reﬁnement, the proposed exchange format
based on JSON is very useful in terms of the development of new B-Rep element for-
mulations or the reduction of the implementation eﬀort for using IBRA in a new FE
solver to a minimum. Before describing the single components of the data interfaces
Geometry and Integration domains, the ID system used within the exchange format is
explained.
ID systems
Within the exchange format each entity requires an id, since geometry, integration
domains and structural properties are separately stored. Hence, a unique link in between
has to be provided in order to allow also hybrids of the workﬂow shown in Fig. 10. The
following id systems are used
• brep_id: This id is used to address the geometries of the topological entities breps,
faces, edges, and vertices
• cp_id: This id is used to address the control points to which the degrees of freedom
are enhanced.
• elem_id and quad_id: This id is used to address the integration domains (elements),
and quadrature points of the CADmodel. Note that those ids are unique to the cp_id.
Thus, an element and node nor quadrature point cannot have the same id.
All ids are required for the data interfaceProject parameter which enhance the geometrical
entities with these ids by analysis data like boundary conditions or physical properties.
Data interface—Geometry
The data interface Geometry contains all geometrical information of a NURBS-based B-
Repmodel. It has to be as light as possible but still complete. Additionally it is desired that
it is very easy to understand.
As changes can occur in the ﬁle design it gets a version_number. The here proposed
design refers to number 1.0.
Every CAD-model has some types of tolerance. It is important to know about the toler-
ances as the quality of the solution highly depends on it. Additionally during computation
the knowledge about the tolerance is important to know about the correct convergence.
As diﬀerent CAD software uses distinct types of tolerances it is preferred to include a list
of tolerances which can be speciﬁed by the chosen tools.
A surface B-Rep model consists of faces, edges and vertices. The structure and compo-
nents of these entities are described in the following. Note that a model can contain more
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{
"version_number ": 1.0,
"tolerances": [
list of tolerances
],
"breps": [
{
"brep_id": int,
"faces":[],
"edges":[],
"vertices":[]
}
]
}
Listing 1 Geometry – B-Rep
than one B-Rep. The structure of a B-Rep model is shown in Listing 1. The following
informations are necessary for each B-Rep:
• brep_id
• faces see Listing 2
• edges see Listing 3
• vertices see Listing 4.
Faces
A face is represented by a trimmed NURBS surface. An example of such a geometry is
shown in Fig. 2.
An exemplary case of a facewithin the exchange format is given in Listing 2. The format
consists of three main parts
• surface describes the shape of the face i.e. the untrimmed NURBS surface.
• boundary_loops describes the boundaries of the surface.
• The embedded_loops, embedded_curves and embedded_points deﬁne embedded
entities which are used to address additional geometrical entities derived from the
surface. They follow the same syntax as boundary entities (see below).
Additionally, the following information is needed
• brep_id
• swapped_surface_normal indicates if the surface normal of the surface needs to be
swapped to have the correct orientation of the face.
The part surface describes the NURBS surface without B-Rep (trimming) information.
The following information are provided by
• is_trimmed: In the case the boundaries trim parts of the surface this ﬂag is set TRUE.
The ﬂag is used for eﬃciency reasons.
• is_rational: In the case the ﬂag is false all weights of the control points are equal to
one. The ﬂag is used for eﬃciency reasons.
• degrees: The polynomial degrees for the parameters u and v
• knot_vectors: The knot vectors  and H for the parameters u and v
• control_points The control points (CPs) have the id cp_id, their spatial position
given as x-, y- and z-coordinates and their weights.
The boundaries of the face are listed within boundary_loops. Each loop has an
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"faces": [{
"brep_id": int,
"swapped_surface_normal": bool,
"surface":
{
"is_trimmed": bool,
"is_rational": bool,
"degrees": [int,int],
"knot_vectors": [[ double , ...] ,[ double , ...]] ,
"control_points ": [
[double cp_id ,
[double position_x , double position_y ,
double position_z , double weight]],
... list of control points
]
},
"boundary_loops ": [
{
"loop_type": String , Outer or Inner
"trimming_curves": [
{
"trim_index": int,
"curve_direction": bool,
"parameter_curve":{
"is_rational": bool,
"degree": [int],
"knot_vector": [double , ...],
"active_range": [double , double],
"control_points ": [
[double cp_id ,
[double position_u , double position_v , double position_w , double weight],
]
... list of control points
]
}
},
... list of boundary curves
]
},
... list of boundary loops
],
"embedded_loops ": [],
"embedded_curves": [
{
"trim_index": int,
"curve_direction": bool,
"parameter_curve":{
"is_rational": bool,
"degree": [int],
"knot_vector": [double , ...],
"active_range": [double , double],
"control_points ": [
[double cp_id ,
[double position_u , double position_v , double position_w , double weight]
],
... list of control points
]
}
},
... list of embedded edges
],
"embedded_points": [
{
"trim_index": int,
"point": [double position_u , double position_v , double position_w]
},
... list of embedded vertices
]
},
... list of faces
]
Listing 2 Geometry – Faces
• loop_type [Outer, Inner]: indicator speciﬁes if loop is an outer or inner loop
• trimming_curves contains a set of respectively ordered curves (see also Fig. 2).
The edges belonging to the corresponding face are listed in trimming_curves. Each edge
has
• trim_index This index is part of a local id system for each brep.
• curve_direction direction of the curve in the loop
• parameter_curve the parameter curve describes the shape of the edge as a trimming
curve in the parameter space of the corresponding face.
For the parameter_curve the following information is provided
• is_rational see above
• degree see above
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"edges" : [
{
"brep_id": int,
"3d_curve":
{
"degree": [int],
"knot_vector": [double , ...],
"active_range": [double , double],
"control_points ": [
[double cp_id ,
[double position_x , double position_y , double position_z , double weight]
],
... list of control points
]
},
"trimmming_ranges": [
{
"trim_index": int,
"range": [double , double],
},
... list of trimming ranges
],
"topology": [
{
"brep_id": int,
"trim_index": int,
"relative_direction ": bool
}
],
"embedded_curves": [],
"embedded_points": []
},
... list of edges points
]
Listing 3 Geometry – Edges
• knot_vector see above
• active_range the parameter curve is bounded by two vertices deﬁned in the paramet-
ric coordinate of the curve.
• control_points the control points (CPs) have their spatial position given as u- and
v-coordinates and their weights in the parameter space of its face.
Points on the face can be described within embedded_points as follows
• trim_index see above
• parameter_point the point is deﬁned with the parametric coordinates of the surface
u and v.
Edges
A B-Rep edge is represented by a spatial NURBS curve (see also “Trimmed NURBS sur-
faces” section). For an B-Rep edge the following information are provided
• brep_id
• 3d_curve contains the information for describing the spatial curve representing the
edge. Geometrical description given by degree, knot vector and control points. Addi-
tionally, an active range is added for trimming.
• trimming_ranges
• topology describes the topology to the underlying geometrical information of the
edge (see also Fig. 2)
• embedded_points and embedded_curves see above.
The trimming_ranges areused for segmentingof the curve for e.g. couplingorboundary
conditions and needs the following
• trim_index related to the brep_id of its geometry
• range gives the bounds for segments of the edge.
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"vertices": [
{
"brep_id": int,
"coordinates":
[double cp_id ,
[double position_x , double position_y , double position_z , double weight]],
"topology": [
{
"brep_id": int,
"trim_index": int
}]
},
... list of vertices
],
Listing 4 Geometry – Vertices
The topology needs the following
• brep_id related to the brep_id of its geometry
• trim_index related to the trim_index of its trimming entity
• relative_direction direction of the edge to its trimming entity.
If no topology is included, the here described description provides the deﬁnition of an
independent curve.
Vertices
A B-Rep vertex is represented by a spatial point. A vertex has the following information
• brep_id
• coordinates x-, y-, and z-coordinates
• topology describes the topology to the underlying geometrical information of the
vertex.
Note that only one assignment to either face or edge is necessary. Several assignments
indicate a coupling.
Data interface—Integration domains
A novelty of the proposed exchange format is that it provides already the integration
domains for geometrical entities like faces and edges. Thus the implementation eﬀort
on the FE solver side can be reduced to a minimum because the non-trivial numerical
integration of trimmed surfaces and common edges is outsourced Listing 5.
The idea of the data structure is to provide for each quadrature point all necessary infor-
mation like location, weight, knot vectors etc. (see e.g. Eq. 19). In addition, the integration
points are grouped to elements which in their turn are grouped to B-Rep entities, i.e. faces
and edges. By having an id for each entity/group the correct assignment of analysis data
can be guaranteed. The creation of these integration domains is performed by the library
as shown in Fig. 10.
This work only explains the data structure for surfaces and its edges. The extension to
curves and volumes can be derived straight forward.
The format consists of three main parts
• nodes contains all control points of the data interface speciﬁed in “Data interface—
Geometry” section
• 2d_elements contains all surface elements which are grouped to B-Rep faces
• brep_elements contains all edge elements grouped to B-Rep edges.
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{
"nodes":[
[int cp_id ,
[double position_x , double position_y , double position_z , double weight]
],
... list of nodes
],
"2d_elements":[
[int brep_id
[
[int element_id ,
[int degree_u , int degree_v],
[[ double knot_vector , ..],[.., ..]],
[int cp_id , ...],
bool swapped_normal ,
[
[int quadrature_point_id ,
double quadrature_point_weighting ,
[double location_in_u , double location_in_v],
[optional additional properties]
],
... list of quadrature_points
]
]
... list of elements
],
... list of patches
],
"1d_elements":[],
"3d_elements":[],
"brep_elements":[
[int brep_id ,
[
[int brep_element_id ,
[
[int element_id , optional element_id of slave elements],
[[int quadrature_point_id ,
double weighting ,
[double location_in_u , double location_in_v],
[double tangent_t_xi , double tangent_t_eta],
[optional properties related to degrees of freedom],
[optional location in slave element],
[optional tangents of slave element trim]
]
]
... list of quadrature points
]
],
... list of brep_elements
],
... list of breps
]
]
}
Listing 5 Element Formulation
Nodes
The set of nodes is optional because the control points are already listed within the data
interface “Data interface—Geometry” section (see faces). Nevertheless for a faster and
easier parsing it can make sense to duplicate them in a separate list.
Elements
The proposed exchange format allows 1D, 2D, and 3D geometries whereas the dimension
refers to the dimension of the Parameter space:
• 1d_elements: curved structures, possible element types are e.g. beams or trusses.
• 2d_elements: surfaces, possible element types are e.g. plates, membranes or shells.
• 3d_elements: solids.
This section explains exemplarily the components of the 2d_elements. The elements
are grouped to B-Rep entities having a corresponding brep_id (see also data interface
Geometry). Each element has the following information:
• element_id
• degrees
• knot_vectors: the part of the knot vector responsible for the speciﬁc element in both
parameter directions.
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• cp_ids: ids of the control points required for the speciﬁc element.
• swapped_normal: same ﬂag as used for a face (see data interface Geometry).
• quadrature points:
– quad_id the quadrature point id is required to address results e.g. stresses for
the post processing.
– weighting: The weighting factor w˜l (see Eq. 8).
– location: speciﬁes the location (two parameters) of the quadrature point within
the corresponding surface.
– add_properties: This optional container can be used for additional parameters,
e.g. a thickness deﬁnition.
B-Rep elements
The B-Rep edge elements are also grouped to B-Rep edges with their corresponding
brep_id (see also data interfaceGeometry). AB-Rep element has the following information
• brep_element_id
• element_ids: These ids link to the underlying 2D elements. In the case of a free edge
just one element is speciﬁed. In case of common edges two ids are provided, whereas
the ﬁrst id refers to the master.
• quadrature points:
– quad_id id of the quadrature point.
– weighting: The weighting factor w˜l for integrating edges (see Eq. 13). The factor
refers to the master curve.
– location: the location of the quadrature point on the underlying surface of the
master curve given as two parameters.
– tangent: The tangent of the trimming curve given within the parameter space of
the underlying master surface element.
– location_slave: This information is only required for coupling elements. The
location of the corresponding evaluation point on the slave side given as two
parameters within the slave surface element.
– tangent_slave: This information is only required for coupling elements. The
tangent of the trimming curve givenwithin the parameter space of the underlying
slave surface element (see Fig. 5).
Data interface—integration points
The last interface describes the Integration domain directly on level of the integration
points including the evaluated shape functions which is the last layer of the in Fig. 9
described steps. This level requires the lowest amount of CAD-geometry data. In this
data exchange all numerical data is precomputed. The exchange happens on the level of
the integration points thus the data is similar as needed for the creation of all needed
integration points as described in “Solver design” section.
The step from the previous exchange format (see “Data interface—Integration domains”
section to this data canhappen in the Solver or in theCAD-GeometryUtilities. If it happens
in the latter the previous exchange will not be necessary. Since this exchange is based on a
high amount of data a storing in text ﬁles is not advantageous. To avoid big data exchange
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it is recommended to use more advanced interfaces as data bases. In general, this input
changes w.r.t. the previously described that here all shape functions are already prepared
for the computations. The exchange format from “Data interface—Integration domains”
section describes the mathematical functions for the evaluation.
In the following, a proposed structure of the data base is described. The structure can
vary from the used tools but the necessary data is given as follows:
• Surface integration points.
– ID is used to address and structure the integration points.
– u, v the location of the integration point in Parameter space of its underlying
surface. It is necessary for the evaluation of solutions on integration points.
– shape functions The pre-evaluation of shape functions allows to skip the geom-
etry data as degrees and knot vectors.
– shape function derivatives are important formany element formulations. It can
also be extended to a higher order of derivatives.
– integration weight is used for the integration. The computation is described in
Eq. (8).
– control points are needed to connect the integration point to its degrees of
freedom.
• Coupling edge integration points.
– ID see above.
– u, v see above.
– shape functions master see above.
– shape function derivatives master see above.
– tangents master are needed for the correct integration of the edge. See also
Eq. (11). The tangents are described in Parameter space of the surface (see Fig. 5).
– shape functions slave see above.
– shape function derivatives slave see above.
– tangents slave similar to tangents master.
– integration weight on the edges. The computation is described in Eq. (13).
– control points master see above.
– control points slave see above.
• Edge integration points
– ID see above.
– u, v see above.
– shape functions see above.
– shape function derivatives see above.
– tangents are needed for the correct integration of the edge. See also Eq. (11). The
tangents are described in Parameter space of the surface (see Fig. 5).
– integration weight see above.
– control points see above.
Beside that, the control points related to the degrees of freedom are stored in additional
lists to ensure the unique relation of the integration points to them.
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Fig. 11 Industrial example oilsump: The structure is loaded with a pressure load and the edge at the bottom
is clamped, i.e. displacements and rotations (a). The model consists of 50 trimmed patches and 120 edges (b,
c) [1]. The CAD model is reﬁned for analysis such that the knot span size in the geometry space is
approximately 10mm (d). Non-matching grid in the model is allowed (e)
Simulation of real CADmodels
The proposed format can not only be used for simple academic examples but also for
real industrial problems. These examples have been solved within KRATOS Multihysics
and CARAT++ by using parallel solving and assembling routines. Moreover, the B-Rep
elements using the penalty and Lagrange method are tested. Structural mechanics and
form ﬁnding on the IBRA structures were performed.
Oilsump
The oilsump (by Breitenberger et al. [1]) is a multipatch structure. It is used to show the
challenges that occur during IBRA simulations. The modeling and simulation process is
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Fig. 12 Integration domain of the oilsump from Fig. 11. Blue points are surface integration points. Orange
points are boundary edge integration points
0.0
72, 159
0.0
7.622 · 104
a b
Fig. 13 Results of oilsump problem (see Fig. 11). The displacement are scaled by 0.2. a Displacement plot. b
Stresses plot
presented in Fig. 11. A pressure force (force in normal direction of the top patch) is applied
on top of the structure. The boundary of it is clamped (ﬁxed in x-,y-, and z-coordinates
and blocking of rotations). The physical problem is shown in Fig. 11a.
The oilsump is designed with of 50 trimmed NURBS-patches. The patches are trimmed
with outer and inner loops. In Fig. 11b is shown the exploded view of all trimmed patches
of the oilsump. In Fig. 11c are shown the full patches without trimming. The later applied
trimming loops are displayed as well. The problem contains 120 edges, either coupling
edges or boundary edges.
All patches have to be coupled on their boundary trimming curves. Patch continuity is
appliedwith the penaltymethod (see “Continuity between patches” section). Challenges in
the coupling occur due to non-matching grids between the diﬀerent patches (see Fig. 11e).
CAD structures usually need less control points to draw and simulate undeformed
systems. Thus, it is needed to reﬁne the structure to avoid extra stiﬀnesses due to too few
degrees of freedom. In Fig. 11d the reﬁned structure is shown. This geometry is used for
simulation and postprocessing.
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Fig. 14 Displacement of a wind turbine under wind load
The geometries as deﬁned here are typically provided in the Geometry data interface
(see Fig. 10). From this geometrical information a mathematical model will be produced.
The outcome of the creation of the Integration domain is displayed in Fig. 12. Here, all
integration points needed for structuralmechanics problems are displayed. All integration
points for surface element formulations are displayed in blue. The integration points
of edges are displayed in orange. This model is exchanged to the solver. This is done
within the Integration domain interface (see Fig. 10). This model only contains numerical
information depending on degrees of freedom. There are no physics applied yet.
The structural analysis is now done on the mathematical model. Thus, physical and
material entities have to be applied and the integration has to be fulﬁlled. In this case, the
physical problem which is described in Fig. 11a will be solved on the numerical model.
The solutions of the evaluation of the displacements and the occuring stresses are shown
in Fig. 11. The displacements go from 0.0 to 72.159mm. As expected the highest displace-
ment is on top of the oilsump. The von Mises stresses go from 0.0 to 7.622 · 104. The
highest stresses are mainly in the boundaries of the body.
In Fig. 13, one can see that continuity between the patches is provided on all layers. No
gap or discontinuity can be seen.
Wind turbine
Furthermore another structure is presented to show the generality of the procedure. The
wind turbine is, as the oilsump, a multipatch problem. The NURBS-patches are trimmed
and non-matching grids complicate the problem.
In Fig. 14 is shown the initial geometry of thewind turbine and the deformedone.Within
the simulation reﬁnement operations are done on the NURBS-patches. The structure is
described with isogeometric KL-shell elements.
Engine bonnet
The engine bonnet proves that real existing structures can be simulated with IBRA and
the here described workﬂow.
The displacement plot of the structure is given in Fig. 15. Additionally, one of the
NURBS-patches with trimming loop and the diﬃculties of the non-matching grids are
displayed.
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Fig. 15 Displacement plot of an engine bonnet exposed to a dead load with its challenges. CAD-model was
obtained from [61]
Membrane roof—Sternwellenzelt by Frei Otto
ACADmodel, inspired by the Sternwellenzelt by FreiOtto, consisting of surface and curve
element is presented in Fig. 16a. A form ﬁnding analysis was conducted for isogeometric
membrane elements [29] under a given prestress. The edges are supported and reinforced
by cables [29], which are deﬁned by a given prestress, and elastic beam elements [62]. The
technique of embedding withing NURBS as described in [29,62] is applied for the edges
cables. The analysis is based on theUpdated reference strategy (URS) by [63]. The problem
can be simulated with a quarter due to its symmetry. Here, this resulted in approximately
4500 degrees of freedom. The respective displacement plot was added to Fig. 16b.
Conclusion
A design-through-analysis workﬂow for isogeometric B-Rep analysis (IBRA) is proposed
for bridging the gap between CAD and FEM. The design was elaborated with the explicit
goal of being ﬂexible to use diﬀerent software environments containing structural analysis
solvers with a bandwidth of isogeometric ﬁdelity. This allows even the use of classical FE
solvers for the simulation based on IBRA.
In “Isogeometric B-Rep analysis (IBRA)” section the procedure and numerical integra-
tion properties of IBRA are described. IBRA is directly considering the boundary repre-
sentation of NURBS-entities within the analysis of thin-walled structures. This implies
the intensive use of trimming and coupling information coming from real CAD mod-
els which follows the principles of embedding physical objects into existing background
parametrizations. One challenging part in the simulation procedure is the handling of
poorly deﬁned geometries in computational structural analysis. The treatment of these so
called "dirty" geometries is very important for the quality of the solutions and thus, shall
be part of ongoing and future research.
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Fig. 16 Form ﬁnding analysis of the Sternwellenzelt by Frei Otto: a CAD model with interacting surface and
curve (blue) elements and b resulting displacement plot
Special aspects need to be considered for this approach in the design of suitable struc-
tural analysis solvers allowing a seamless design-through-analysisworkﬂow.The full scope
of possible solver designs and the consequently needed eﬀorts of extracting NURBS-
geometries and its associated data are shown in “Solver design” section. The solver prop-
erties and its speciﬁc diﬀerent levels of CAD-data exchange ranging from full geometries
to pure numerical information are explained. The lowest level of CAD-geometry-use is
described by a new meshless approach, which allows the simulation without additional
NURBS-based functions.
Aworkﬂow is derivedwhich allows a distinction ofCAD-geometries andnumerical inte-
gration of models from the IBRA speciﬁcations. It is designed to reach maximal ﬂexibility
for possible exchange of simulation tools and it describes the entire way from designing to
solving and ﬁnally towards processing solutions. This workﬂow is explained in “Design-
through-analysis workﬂow” section. To allow this exchangeability, interfaces and new
IBRA exchange formats from the level of CAD-geometries towards integration points
with only numerically evaluated data are deﬁned in “IBRA exchange format” section.
The design-through-analysis workﬂow has been tested successfully with evaluation of
many diﬀerent engineering problems. Some representative examples involving complex
geometries in the ﬁeld of structural mechanics and form ﬁnding are shown in “Simulation
of real CADmodels” section. In Appendix A some basic and precisely documented exam-
ples of the CAD-geometry exchange interface are provided. Those examples are designed
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to show the maximal bandwidth of NURBS-entities. Some exchange properties on inte-
gration domain level are described in detail in Appendix B. Those examples demonstrate
the full range of usability of the deﬁned format.
It has been proven successfully that the proposed design-through-analysis workﬂow
(accompanied by the identiﬁcation and deﬁnition of respective interface data) enables
the simulation of complex structure models based on IBRA with solvers of very distinct
isogeometric ﬁdelity. This approach allows to spread the scope of IBRA for real industrial
use with fully CAD-designed problems.
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Appendix A: Exchange format description for Geometry
This section shows some basic examples to illustrate the Geometry data format. The
problems give exemplary surface and beam structures for big industrial geometries. Also
coupling between patches and between beams are shown exemplary.
Single patch
This example shows the representation of an untrimmed rectangular patch (Fig. 17) in
the Geometry exchange format (Listing 6).
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Fig. 17 Example single patch: one surface with the sizes 6 × 4
{
"breps": [{
"brep_id": 1,
"faces": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"swapped_surface_normal": false,
"surface": {
"is_trimmed": true,
"is_rational": false,
"degrees": [ 1, 1 ],
"knot_vectors": [
[ 0, 0, 6, 6 ],[ 0, 0, 4, 4 ]],
"control_points ": [
[1,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]], [2,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]],
[3,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]], [4,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]]},
"boundary_loops ": [{
"loop_type": "outer",
"trimming_curves": [{
"trim_index": 0,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ],[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 1,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ],[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 2,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ],[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 3,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ],[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]]}}
]}
]}
],
"edges": [
{"brep_id": 3,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"control_points ": [
[5,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]],[6,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 0,
"relative_direction ": true}]},
{"brep_id": 4,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"control_points ": [
[7,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]],[8,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 1,
"relative_direction ": true}]},
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{"brep_id": 5,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [-6, -6, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[9,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]],[10,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ -6, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 2,
"relative_direction ": true}]},
{"brep_id": 6,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [-4, -4, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[11,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]],[12,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ -4, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 3,
"relative_direction ": true}]
}]
}]
}
Listing 6 Example single patch: the Geometry exchange format provides the data for the
geometry in Fig. 17
Two trimmed patches
In this example two trimmed patches are coupled by a common edge. Fig. 18 and List-
ing 7 show the geometry and the corresponding representation in theGeometry exchange
format.
Fig. 18 Example two coupled trimmed patches: Two trimmed surfaces with one common edge and their
control points
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{
"breps": [{
"brep_id": 1,
"faces": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"swapped_surface_normal": false,
"surface": {
"is_trimmed": true,
"is_rational": false,
"degrees": [2, 2],
"knot_vectors": [[0, 0, 0, 20, 20, 20],[0, 0, 0, 10, 10, 10]],
"control_points ": [
[1,[0, 10, 0, 1]],[2,[10, 10, 0, 1]],[3,[20, 10, 0, 1]],
[4,[0, 5, 0, 1]],[5,[10, 5, 0, 1]],[6,[20, 5, 0, 1]],
[7,[0, 0, 0, 1]],[8,[10, 0, 0, 1]],[9,[20, 0, 0, 1]]]} ,
"boundary_loops ": [{
"loop_type": "outer",
"trimming_curves": [{
"trim_index": 0,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 15, 15],
"active_range": [0, 15],
"control_points ": [[15, 10, 0, 1],[0, 10, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 1,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 10, 10],
"active_range": [0, 10],
"control_points ": [[0, 10, 0, 1],[0, 0, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 2,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 11.18 , 11.18] ,
"active_range": [0, 11.18] ,
"control_points ": [[0, 0, 0, 1] ,[11.18 , 0, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 3,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 3,
"knot_vector": [-10.95 , -10.95, -10.95, -10.95, 0, 0, 0, 0],
"active_range": [-10.95 , 0],
"control_points ": [
[11.18 , 0, 0, 1] ,[13.64 , 2.75, 0, 1],
[15, 6.31, 0, 1],[15, 10, 0, 1]] }
}]
}]
},
{"brep_id": 3,
"swapped_surface_normal": false,
"surface": {
"is_trimmed": true,
"is_rational": false,
"degrees": [ 1, 1 ],
"knot_vectors": [
[0, 0, 5, 10, 15, 15],
[0, 0, 3.33, 6.66, 10, 10]],
"control_points ": [
[10,[10, 10, 0, 1]] ,[11 ,[15 , 10, 0, 1]],
[12,[20, 10, 0, 1]] ,[13 ,[25 , 10, 0, 1]],
[14,[10, 6.66, 0, 1]] ,[15 ,[15 , 6.66, 0, 1]],
[16,[20, 6.66, 0, 1]] ,[17 ,[25 , 6.66, 0, 1]],
[18,[10, 3.33, 0, 1]] ,[19 ,[15 , 3.33, 0, 1]],
[20,[20, 3.33, 0, 1]] ,[21 ,[25 , 3.33, 0, 1]],
[22,[10, 0, 0, 1]] ,[23 ,[15 , 0, 0, 1]],
[24,[20, 0, 0, 1]] ,[25 ,[25 , 0, 0, 1]]]
},
"boundary_loops ": [{
"loop_type": "outer",
"trimming_curves": [{
"trim_index": 4,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 3,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 0, 0, 10.95 , 10.95 , 10.95 , 10.95] ,
"active_range": [0, 10.95] ,
"control_points ": [
[5, 10, 0, 1],[5, 6.31, 0, 1],
[3.64 , 2.75, 0, 1] ,[1.18 , 0, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 5,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 13.82 , 13.82] ,
"active_range": [0, 13.82] ,
"control_points ": [[1.18 , 0, 0, 1],[15, 0, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 6,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 10, 10],
"active_range": [0, 10],
"control_points ": [[15, 0, 0, 1],[15, 10, 0, 1]] }},
{"trim_index": 7,
"curve_direction": true,
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"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 10, 10],
"active_range": [0, 10],
"control_points ": [[15, 10, 0, 1 ],[5, 10, 0, 1 ]] }
}]
}]
}],
"edges": [{
"brep_id": 4,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 3,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 0, 0, 10.95 , 10.95 , 10.95 , 10.95] ,
"control_points ": [
[26,[15, 0, 0, 1]], [27,[15, 3.69, 0, 1]],
[28 ,[13.64 , 7.25, 0, 1]], [29 ,[11.18 , 10, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 10.95 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 3,
"relative_direction ": false },
{"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 4,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 5,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 2,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 0, 11.18 , 11.18 , 11.18] ,
"control_points ": [
[30,[0, 10, 0, 1]] ,[31 ,[5.59 , 10, 0, 1]] ,[32 ,[11.18 , 10, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 11.18 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 2,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 6,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 2,
"knot_vector": [-10, -10, -10, 0, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[33,[0, 0, 0, 1]],[34,[0, 5, 0, 1]],[35,[0, 10, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [-10, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 1,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 7,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 2,
"knot_vector": [-15, -15, -15, 0, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[36,[15, 0, 0, 1]] ,[37 ,[7.5 , 0, 0, 1 ]],[38,[0, 0, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ -15, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 0,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 8,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 3.33, 6.66, 10, 10],
"control_points ": [
[39,[25, 10, 0, 1 ]],[40,[25, 6.66, 0, 1 ]],
[41,[25, 3.33, 0, 1 ]],[42,[25, 0, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 10 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 6,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 9,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [-15, -15, -10, -5, -5],
"control_points ": [
[43,[25, 0, 0, 1]] ,[44 ,[20 , 0, 0, 1]] ,[45 ,[15 , 0, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ -15, -5 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 7,
"relative_direction ": true }]},
{"brep_id": 10,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [1.18 , 1.18, 5, 10, 15, 15],
"control_points ": [
[46 ,[11.18 , 10, 0, 1]] ,[47 ,[15 , 10, 0, 1]],
[48,[20, 10, 0, 1]] ,[49 ,[25 , 10, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ 1.18, 15 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 5,
"relative_direction ": true }]
}]
}]
}
Listing 7 Two trimmed patches: The IBRA exchange format provides the data for the geometry
in Fig. 18
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Curve elements and embedding
Curve elements can also be represented by the proposed data format. Therefore, the
edge-list is used. The curve is described by the 3D-curve. In contrast to the B-Rep edge,
topology information is missing if it is an independent curve. The curve can be trimmed
by the active range. Two coupled curves are shown in Fig. 19. Embedded points are used
in the geometry ﬁle for having something to address in the project parameter andmaterial
ﬁles for the depicted boundary conditions.
Vertices are in diﬀerence to edges only written if they are needed for boundary condi-
tions, such as coupling, supports or loads. This holds for the position in the parameter
space (i.e. embedded_points-list) as well as the geometry space (i.e. vertices-list). Listing 8
shows the resulting geometry-interface.
n 2
n 1
n 3
n 4
n 5
Fig. 19 Example curve element with embedding: two coupled curves with boundary conditions inside the
patches
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{
"breps": [{
"brep_id": 1,
"faces": [],
"edges": [
{"brep_id": 2,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 2,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 0, 1.570796 , 1.570796 , 1.570796] ,
"control_points ": [
[1,[0, 0, 0, 1]],[2,[0, 10, 0, 0.707]] ,[3 ,[10 , 10, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 1.570796 ]},
"topology": [],
"embedded_points": [
{"trim_index": 1,
"point": [0, 0, 0 ]},
{"trim_index": 2,
"point": [8.457079 , 0, 0 ]}]},
{"brep_id": 3,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 10, 10],
"control_points ": [
[4,[0, 9, 0, 1]],[5,[20, 0, 0, 1]]],
"active_range": [1.683992 , 10]},
"topology": [],
"embedded_points": [
{"trim_index": 3,
"point": [1.683992 , 0, 0]},
{"trim_index": 4,
"point": [6.5, 0, 0]}]}
],
"vertices": [
{"brep_id": 4,
"3d_point": [6,[0, 0, 0, 1 ]],
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 1}]},
{"brep_id": 5,
"3d_point": [7,[ 3.367983 , 7.484407 , 0, 1 ]],
"topology": [
{"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 2},
{"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 3}]},
{"brep_id": 6,
"3d_point": [8,[ 13, 3.15, 0, 1 ]],
"topology": [
{"brep_id": 3,
"trim_index": 4}]},
]
}]
}
Listing 8 Example curve element with embedding: the IBRA exchange format provides the
data for the geometry in Fig. 19
Coupled surface and curve
The following example describes how to couple 1D and 2D-elements with each other.
Figure 20 shows the geometry. One edge of the single patch in “Single patch” section is
coupled to a NURBS curve.
Fig. 20 Example coupled surface and curve: one edge of the surface of Fig. 17 is coupled to a adjacent curve
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An additional curve is added to the list of edges for the NURBS curve. The topology
information can be added to the already existing edge which correspond to respective
boundary of the edge. The resulting geometry-ﬁle is exempliﬁed in Listing 9.
{
"breps": [{
"brep_id": 1,
"faces": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"swapped_surface_normal": false,
"surface": {
"is_trimmed": true,
"is_rational": false,
"degrees": [ 1, 1 ],
"knot_vectors": [
[ 0, 0, 6, 6 ],[ 0, 0, 4, 4 ]],
"control_points ": [
[1,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]], [2,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]],
[3,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]], [4,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]]},
"boundary_loops ": [{
"loop_type": "outer",
"trimming_curves": [{
"trim_index": 0,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ],[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 1,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ],[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 2,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ],[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]]}},
{"trim_index": 3,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ],[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]]}}
]}
]}
],
"edges": [
{"brep_id": 3,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"control_points ": [
[5,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]],[6,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 0,
"relative_direction ": true}]
},
{"brep_id": 4,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"control_points ": [
[7,[ 6, 4, 0, 1 ]],[8,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 1,
"relative_direction ": true},
{"brep_id": 7,
"trim_index": 4,
"relative_direction ": false}]
},
{"brep_id": 5,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [-6, -6, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[9,[ 6, 0, 0, 1 ]],[10,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ -6, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 2,
"relative_direction ": true}]
},
{"brep_id": 6,
"3d_curve": {
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"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [-4, -4, 0, 0],
"control_points ": [
[11,[ 0, 0, 0, 1 ]],[12,[ 0, 4, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ -4, 0 ]},
"topology": [{
"brep_id": 2,
"trim_index": 3,
"relative_direction ": true}]
},
{"brep_id": 7,
"3d_curve": {
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 6, 6],
"control_points ": [
[13,[ 6, -1, 0, 1 ]],[14,[ 6, 5, 0, 1 ]]],
"active_range": [ 0, 6 ]},
"topology": [],
"embedded_curves": [
{"trim_index": 4,
"curve_direction": true,
"parameter_curve": {
"is_rational": false,
"degree": 1,
"knot_vector": [0, 0, 4, 4],
"active_range": [ 0, 4 ],
"control_points ": [
[ 1, 0, 0, 1 ],[ 5, 0, 0, 1 ]]}
}]
}]
}]
}
Listing 9 Example coupling of a surface with a curve: the IBRA exchange format provides the
data for the geometry in Fig. 20
Appendix B: Exchange format description for integration domains
Within this section, some examples are presented which illustrate how the data of the
IBRA exchange format can be used. The examples are supposed to be very simple and
illustrative. Moreover, some relevant values like the length of a B-Rep edge are computed
exemplary. These examples can be used as guide lines for testing new implementations
within your FE solver.
Single patch
Figure 21 shows the ﬁrst example which consists of one quadratic patch with 9 control
points and 4 quadrature points. Please note that this would represent an under integra-
tion of the element. The corresponding exchange format data (see also “Data interface—
Integration domains” section) is given in Listing 10. The control points (see nodes) have
the ids from 1 to 9. The 2D element has the id 14 which consists of 4 quadrature points
with the ids 10–13. The weighting factor for all quadrature points corresponds to 6.0.
Fig. 21 Example single patch: the patch has 9 control points (black points) and 4 quadrature points (blue
crosses)
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{
"nodes":[
[1,[0,4,0,1]], [2,[3,4,0,1]], [3,[6,4,0,1]],
[4,[0,2,0,1]], [5,[3,2,0,1]], [6,[6,2,0,1]],
[7,[0,0,0,1]], [8,[3,0,0,1]], [9,[6,0,0,1]]
],
"2d_elements":[
[1, ...Patch -ID
[
[14, ... Element -ID
[2 ,2] ,[[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,6.0 ,6.0 ,6.0] ,[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,4.0 ,4.0 ,4.0]] ,
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9],true ,
[[10 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,0.8452]] ,[11 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,0.8452]] ,
[12 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,3.1547]] ,[13 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,3.1547]]
] ... end Quadrature Points
] ... end Element
] ... end List of Elements
] ... end Patch
]
}
Listing 10 Example single patch: the IBRA exchange format provides the data for the geometry
in Fig. 21
Table 1 Example single patch: shape function values Ni(ξ, η) for each quadrature point
(see Fig. 21)
(a) Quadrature point p10
0.38689 0.20733 0.02777
0.20733 0.11111 0.01488
0.02777 0.01488 0.00199
(b) Quadrature point p11
0.02777 0.20733 0.38689
0.01488 0.11111 0.20733
0.00199 0.01488 0.02777
(c) Quadrature point p12
0.02777 0.01488 0.00199
0.20733 0.11111 0.01488
0.38689 0.20733 0.02777
(d) Quadrature point p13
0.00199 0.01488 0.02777
0.01488 0.11111 0.20733
0.02777 0.20733 0.38689
The shape functions values are computed and displayed in Table 1 for this example . As
the quadrature points are located double symmetric they lead to the same function values
just ordered diﬀerently.
Table 2 shows in addition the ﬁrst and second derivatives evaluated for quadrature
point p10. These values can be used to check for a correct implementation of the shape
functions.
Computation of Jacobian J1
In the following, the Jacobian J1 (see also Eq. 6) for the quadrature point p10 is computed.
This Jacobian represents the mapping from geometry to parameter space.
The general formula of the Jacobian J is given by
J =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂x
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
∂z
∂ξ
∂z
∂η
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (B.1)
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Table 2 Example single patch: first and second order derivatives of the shape functions
Ni(ξ, η) evaluated on the quadrature point p10 (see Fig. 21) with the parameters ξ = 1.2679
and η = 0.8452 (see Listing 10)
cp id ∂N
∂ξ
∂N
∂η
∂N
∂ξ2
∂N
∂η2
∂N
∂ξ ·∂η
1 − 0.16352 − 0.24528 0.03455 0.07775 0.10366
2 0.11970 − 0.13144 − 0.06911 0.04166 − 0.07589
3 0.04381 − 0.01761 0.03455 0.00558 − 0.02777
4 − 0.08763 0.17955 0.01851 − 0.15550 − 0.07589
5 0.06415 0.09622 − 0.03703 − 0.08333 0.05555
6 0.02348 0.01289 0.01851 − 0.01116 0.02033
7 − 0.01174 0.06572 0.00248 0.07775 − 0.02777
8 0.00859 0.03522 − 0.00496 0.04166 0.02033
9 0.003145 0.004718 0.002481 0.005582 0.007443
where the coordinates x, y and z in geometry space are mapped onto the two dimensional
parameter space (ξ and η). The values for the Jacobian can be computed by using Eq. (B.2).
∂x
∂ξα
=
ncp∑
i=1
∂Ni(ξ , η)
∂ξα
· xi (B.2)
with ncp being the number of control points and xi the coordinates of the control points
in geometry space. For the example single patch the values for the derivatives ∂Ni(ξ ,η)
∂ξα
of
the quadrature point p10 can be looked up in Table 2.
The resulting Jacobian J is given in Eq. (B.3) with its basis vectors g1 and g2. Note that
mapping is constant for all quadrature points since the patch geometry coincide with its
parameter space. Thus basis vectors for all quadrature points p10−13 are the same and
given in Eq. (B.3).
J =
⎡
⎢⎣
1 0
0 −1
0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ → g1 =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎥⎦ , g2 =
⎡
⎢⎣
0
−1
0
⎤
⎥⎦ (B.3)
Having the basis vectors the Jacobian J1 can be computed using Eq. (6). For the example
single patch this leads to the correct value of 1.0
J1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎡
⎢⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎥⎦ ×
⎡
⎢⎣
0
−1
0
⎤
⎥⎦
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 1.0 (B.4)
Having the Jacobian J1 for all quadrature points the area of the geometry can be computed.
Numerical integration of surfaces
In the following the area of the example single patch is approximated using Eq. (9). The
weighting factors w˜ for the quadrature points are given in Listing 10. They all have a value
of 6.0. Thus the approximation of the area leads to the value 24.0, which is the exact
solution.
Apatch =
nqp∑
l=1
J1w˜l = 4 · (1.0 · 6.0) = 24.0 (B.5)
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Fig. 22 Example two-patch model: two patches, both of size 4 × 6, are coupled at the common interface.
Moreover, the left patch has a Dirichlet boundary condition on its left edge and the right patch has a
Neumann boundary condition of f = 1/unit on its left side. The quadratic patches have both 9 control (black
points) and 4 quadrature points (blue crosses). For the integration along the edges 3 quadrature points
(orange crosses) are used
Two-patch model
The second example deals with a simple two-patch model. The problem is illustrated in
Fig. 22. The corresponding data of the IBRA exchange format are given in Listing 11. The
geometries of both patches are the same as in “Single patch” section. Thus, the shape
function values in Table 1 and the derivatives in Table 2 are still valid for these patches.
Since the evaluation of the surface area for both patches is exactly the same as already
explained in “Single patch” section the focus of this example is on the integration of B-Rep
edges and its element formulations.
Numerical integration od B-Rep edges
The formula for approximating the length of B-Rep edges is described in Eq. (10) and is
given by
e =
nqp∑
l
w˜l · J˜1 (B.6)
Here the mapping J˜1 is deﬁned in Eq. (11) whereas the weighting factor w˜l is provided
by the exchange format (see Listing 11).
In the following the length of the edge with the Neumann boundary condition in Fig. 22
(see also brep_id 2002 in Listing 11) is evaluated. The Jacobian J˜1 (see Eq. 11) can be
computed as follows
J˜1 =
∥∥(g1 · t˜ξ + g2 · t˜η
)∥∥
2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎥⎦ · 0.0 +
⎡
⎢⎣
0
−1
0
⎤
⎥⎦ · 1.0
⎞
⎟⎠
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
= 1.0 (B.7)
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{
"nodes":[
[1, [0,4,0,1]], [2, [3,4,0,1]], [3, [6,4,0,1]],
[4, [0,2,0,1]], [5, [3,2,0,1]], [6, [6,2,0,1]],
[7, [0,0,0,1]], [8, [3,0,0,1]], [9, [6,0,0,1]],
[10,[6,4,0,1]], [11,[9,4,0,1]], [12,[12,4,0,1]],
[13,[6,2,0,1]], [14,[9,2,0,1]], [15,[12,2,0,1]],
[16,[6,0,0,1]], [17,[9,0,0,1]], [18 ,[12 ,0 ,0 ,1]]
],
"2d_elements":[
[1,[ ... Patch -ID
[23 ,[2 ,2] ,[[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,6.0 ,6.0 ,6.0] ,
[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,4.0 ,4.0 ,4.0]] ,
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9],true ,
[[19 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,0.8452]] ,[20 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,0.8452]] ,
[21 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,3.1547]] ,[22 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,3.1547]]
]
]
]
],
[2,[ ... Patch -ID
[28 ,[2 ,2] ,[[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,6.0 ,6.0 ,6.0] ,
[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,4.0 ,4.0 ,4.0]] ,
[10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18],true ,
[[24 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,0.8452]] ,[25 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,0.8452]] ,
[26 ,6.0 ,[1.2679 ,3.1547]] ,[27 ,6.0 ,[4.7320 ,3.1547]]
]
]
]
]
],
"brep_elements":[
[2002 ,[ ... BRep -ID for Load Condition
[32,[
[[28] ,[29, 1.1111 , [6.0, 0.4508] ,[0.0 , 1.0]]] ,
[[28] ,[30, 1.7777 , [6.0, 2.0], [0.0, 1.0]]] ,
[[28] ,[31, 1.1111 , [6.0, 3.5491] ,[0.0 , 1.0]]]
]
]
]
],
[1001 ,[ ... BRep -ID for Support Condition
[36,[ ... BRep -Element -ID
[[23] ,[33, 1.1111 , [0.0, 3.5491] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]] ,
[[23] ,[34, 1.7777 , [0.0, 2.0], [0.0, -1.0]]] ,
[[23] ,[35, 1.1111 , [0.0, 0.4508] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]]
]
]
]
],
[1002 ,[ ... BRep -ID for Coupling Condition
[43,[ ... BRep -Element -ID
[[23 ,28] ,[37, 1.1111 , [6.0, 3.5491] ,[0.0 , 1.0],
[0.0, 3.5491] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]] ,
[[23 ,28] ,[38, 1.7777 , [6.0, 2.0], [0.0, 1.0],
[0.0, 2.0], [0.0, -1.0]]] ,
[[23 ,28] ,[39, 1.1111 , [6.0, 0.4508] ,[0.0 , 1.0],
[0.0, 0.4508] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]]
]
]
]
]
]
}
Listing 11 Example two-patch model: the IBRA exchange format provides the data for the
geometry in Fig. 22
The values t˜ξ and t˜η are directly read from the exchange format (see Listing 11). They
are same for all three quadrature points used for this edge because it is aligned to a
parameter direction. The basis vectors can be adapted from “Single patch” section because
the geometry is exactly the same as used here. The approximated length of the edge can
be computed as follows
e = 1.0 · 1.1111 + 1.0 · 1.7777 + 1.0 · 1.1111 = 3.9999 (B.8)
which corresponds almost to the exact solution of 4.0. The small error evolves from
the usage of numbers with restricted accuracy. The accuracy can be increased by using
numbers with a higher precision.
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Table 3 Example two-patchmodel: shape function values Ni(ξ, η) for the integration
points c37−39 for themaster side (nodes 1–9, upper values) and slave side (nodes 10–18,
values below)
(a) Point c37
0 0 0.7872
0 0 0.2000
0 0 0.0127
0.7872 0 0
0.2000 0 0
0.0127 0 0
(b) Point c38
0 0 0.25
0 0 0.5
0 0 0.25
0.25 0 0
0.5 0 0
0.25 0 0
(c) Point c39
0 0 0.0127
0 0 0.2000
0 0 0.7872
0.0127 0 0
0.2000 0 0
0.7872 0 0
Continuity condition
The coupling for the edge with the brep_id 1002 (see Listing 11) is explained exemplarily.
The penalty approach for displacements (see also “Continuity between patches” section) is
used for the coupling formulation. All required information are provided by the exchange
format in Listing 11. In the case of displacement coupling with penalty the condition can
be formulated as follows
αdisp ·
nqp∑
k
w˜k · J˜ k1 ·
( n(1)cp∑
i
N (1)i (ξ1, η1) · u(1)i −
n(2)cp∑
j
N (2)j (ξ2, η2) · u(2)j
)
= 0 (B.9)
This equation expresses that thediﬀerencebetween themaster and slave boundary curve is
penalizedwith a penalty factor. Thus continuity for the displacement can be achieved. The
penalty factor αdisp represents an analysis data and is thus not provided by the exchange
format but by the data interface Project parameters and is assigned through the brep_id
to the corresponding elements. The mapping J˜ k1 can be computed as explained in “Two-
patch model” section using the master curve information. The weighting factor w˜k is
provided by the exchange format (see also “Two-patch model” section). The values of the
shape functions Ni(0, η) are evaluated for each quadrature point on the coupling edge for
the master and slave side. The corresponding values for the quadrature points c37−39 are
given in Table 3.
Dirichlet boundary condition
Since Dirichlet boundary conditions are as a special case of coupling boundary conditions
are treated analogously. The Dirichlet boundary condition with penalty for displacements
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Table 4 Example two-patchmodel: shape function values Ni(ξ, η) for the integration
points s33−35
(a) Point s33
0.7872 0 0
0.2000 0 0
0.0127 0 0
(b) Point s34
0.25 0 0
0.5 0 0
0.25 0 0
(c) Point s35
0.0127 0 0
0.2000 0 0
0.7872 0 0
The corresponding control points have the ids 1–9
(see also Eq. 31) can be written as
u = αdisp
nqp∑
k
w˜i · J˜1 ·
( ncp∑
i
N (1)i (ξ , η) · u(1)i − u0
)
(B.10)
with u0 being the prescribed displacement. The values for the shape functions for the
edge 1001 (see Listing 11) are given in Table 4. For this example just the control points
n1, n4 and n7 have an impact on the support because the edge corresponds to the surface
boundary. In the case of trimmed patches all values can be non-equal to zero.
Neumann boundary condition
The discrete form of integrating a force along an edge is given by
f =
nqp∑
k
w˜i · J˜1 · Ni(ξ , η) · p, (B.11)
where p is a line load along the edge.
In the following, the force vector on the control points for the edge 2002 (see Listing 11)
is computed. The integration along the edge for this element has been done already in
“Two-patch model” section. In the following just the x-component of the force vector
given as f = 1.0 is considered.
The respective load on each integration point is computed in a ﬁrst step as follows
f29 = f · w˜29 · J˜1 = 1 · 1.1111 · 1.0 = 1.1111
f30 = 1.0 · 1.7777 · 1.0 = 1.7777 (B.12)
f31 = 1.0 · 1.1111 · 1.0 = 1.1111
The values for the relevant (non-zero) control points (n12, n15 and n18) can then be
determined by performing the corresponding integral (see Eq. B.11). The values for the
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Table 5 Example two-patchmodel: shape function values Ni(ξ, η) for the integration
points s29−31
(a) Point l29
0 0 0.7872
0 0 0.2000
0 0 0.0127
(b) Point l30
0 0 0.25
0 0 0.5
0 0 0.25
(c) Point l31
0 0 0.0127
0 0 0.2000
0 0 0.7872
The corresponding control points have the ids 10–18
Fig. 23 Example trimmed patch: the patch of size 10 × 20 is trimmed on the right side with a curved line.
The quadratic patch has 9 control points and is integrated with 4 quadrature points. On the trimmed edge a
Neumann boundary condition of f = 1/unit is applied
shape functions are taken from Table 5.
fn12 =
lqp=31∑
qp=29
N12,qp · fqp
= 0.7872 · 1.1111 + 0.25 · 1.7777 + 0.0127 · 1.1111 = 1.333
fn15 = 0.2 · 1.1111 + 0.5 · 1.7777 + 0.2 · 1.1111 = 1.3333
fn18 = 0.0127 · 1.1111 + 0.25 · 1.7777 + 0.7872 · 1.1111 = 1.3333
(B.13)
The values fn12 , fn15 and fn18 are added to the force vector f respectively to their degree
of freedoms.
Trimmed patch
The third example deals with a trimmedNURBS surface because CAD systems usually use
trimmed surfaces. The problem description is shown in Fig. 23. The corresponding data
of the IBRA exchange format are given in Listing 12. For this example the focus is on the
numerical integration of the trimmed edge, where a Neumann boundary with f = 1/unit
is applied. The integration along the trimmed edge with the id 1005 is done with the three
quadrature points l19−21.
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{
"nodes":[
[1 ,[0 ,10 ,0 ,1.0]] ,[2 ,[10 ,10 ,0 ,1.0]] ,[3 ,[20 ,10 ,0 ,1.0]] ,
[4,[0,5, 0,1.0]] ,[5,[10 ,5, 0,1.0]] ,[6,[20 ,5, 0,1.0]] ,
[7,[0,0, 0,1.0]] ,[8,[10 ,0, 0,1.0]] ,[9,[20 ,0, 0 ,1.0]]
],
"2d_elements":[
[1,
[[14 ,[2 ,2] ,[
[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,20.0 ,20.0 ,20.0] ,
[0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0 ,10.0 ,10.0 ,10.0]] ,
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9],true ,
[[10 ,31.0759 ,[2.6677 ,2.0618]] ,
[11 ,29.7525 ,[9.9563 ,1.9214]] ,
[12 ,37.7542 ,[3.1338 ,7.8353]] ,
[13 ,39.6138 ,[11.6955 ,7.6949]]
]
]
]
]
],
"brep_elements":[
[1002 ,[
[18,[
[[14] ,[15, 2.7777 , [0.0, 8.8729] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]] ,
[[14] ,[16, 4.4444 , [0.0, 5.0 ],[0.0, -1.0]]] ,
[[14] ,[17, 2.7777 , [0.0, 1.1270] ,[0.0 , -1.0]]]
]
]
]
],
[1005 ,[
[22,[
[[14] ,[19, 3.0405 , [11.9927 , 0.9811] ,[0.6192 , 0.8103]]] ,
[[14] ,[20, 4.8648 , [14.0450 , 4.6352] ,[0.3489 , 0.9135]]] ,
[[14] ,[21, 3.0405 , [14.9514 , 8.7270] ,[0.0786 , 1.0168]]]
]
]
]
]
]
}
Listing 12 Example trimmed patch: the IBRA exchange format provides the data for the
geometry in Fig. 23
Table 6 Example trimmed patch: shape function values Ni(ξ, η) for the integration points
s19−21
(a) Point s19
0.1303 0.3905 0.2924
0.0283 0.0849 0.0636
0.0015 0.0046 0.0034
(b) Point l20
0.0255 0.1203 0.1419
0.0440 0.2079 0.2452
0.0190 0.0898 0.1059
(c) Point l21
0.0010 0.0061 0.0090
0.0141 0.0838 0.1241
0.0485 0.2874 0.4256
The corresponding control points have the ids 1–9
Neumann boundary condition
The Neumann boundary condition is applied to a trimming curve, which does not corre-
spond to the surface boundary. Thus, the quadrature points along the edge are inﬂuenced
by the entire set of control points of the underlying surface element. The shape functions
for the three quadrature points l19 − 21 of this edge are shown in Table 6. Note that in
contrast to untrimmed surfaces (see previous examples) no zero values occur.
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The basis vectors g1 and g2 for this example can be computed as follows
J =
⎡
⎢⎣
1 0
0 −1
0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ → g1 =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎥⎦ , g2 =
⎡
⎢⎣
0
−1
0
⎤
⎥⎦ (B.14)
Taking the tangents of the trimming curves for each quadrature point from the exchange
format (see Listing 12) the corresponding Jacobian J˜1 can be determined as follows
J˜ (l19)1 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎥⎦ · 0.6192 +
⎡
⎢⎣
0
−1
0
⎤
⎥⎦ · 0.8103
⎞
⎟⎠
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
= 1.0198
J˜ (l20)1 = 0.9779 J˜ (l21)1 = 1.0198 (B.15)
With these Jacobians the force vector for each control point can be determined using
Eq. (B.11).
In the following this is done exemplarily for the control point n9.
f9,x = N9(ξ19, η19) · J˜ (l19)1 · w˜19 · fline,x
+N9(ξ20, η20) · J˜ (l20)1 · w˜20 · fline,x
+N9(ξ21, η21) · J˜ (l21)1 · w˜21 · fline,x (B.16)
f9,x = 0.0034 · 1.0198 · 3.0405 · 1.0
+0.1059 · 0.9779 · 4.8648 · 1.0
+0.4256 · 1.0198 · 3.0405 · 1.0
= 1.8339
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